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Abstract—This paper introduces a deep learning approach to
efficiently retrieve images using a robust deep features extracted
from VGG-19 architecture. Our work involves fine-tuning this
pre-trained network to adapt it to our dataset by replacing the
final layers, we can then train the network so that it learns feature
representation for the content based image retrieval task. After
applying transfer learning, then, the new network is trained on
our dataset after performing augmentation to the set of training
images to increase the number of images in order to improve
the training accuracy. Augmentation techniques involve using
shifting, shearing, and flipping to the original input images.
Finally, features are extracted from the ‘fc7‘ layer that has
4096 bins for each input image. Euclidean distance is applied
to calculate the closest distance between the query image and
the features database. Experiments are conducted on a standard
dataset called Corel-1k with 1000 images and 10 different cate-
gories. Results show that our approach generates high precision
accuracy that outperforms traditional image retrieval methods
and is in level with deep learning based methods.

Index Terms—Deep Learning, CBIR, Image Features, Transfer
Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Storing, retrieving, manipulating a specific image from a
large scale repository of information is considered a very
difficult machine learning task due to the growing increase
in the number of digital data. A content-based image retrieval
system (CBIR) uses the content of an image to retrieve images
from datasets having similar visual representations. In this
case, visual representation depicts the color, texture, or shape
of an image. A typical CBIR system works by transforming
training images into corresponding feature vectors through
techniques that can be both hand-crafted and based on deep
learning approaches [1]. A query image is then fed to the
system where its feature vector is compared against the feature
database and similar images are retrieved based on the similar-
ity scores. Factors including the appropriate selection of image
representation methods, classifiers, and similarity measures are
crucial for the success of image retrieval systems [2].

The main parts in any CBIR system are the features ex-
tracted from the images and the choice of similarity measure.
As a result, the majority of researchers focus on these two
parts when designing a CBIR model. These features include
handcrafted features which require a specific combination of
texture, color, and shape features in order to generate better
image retrieval [3]–[8]. In addition, deep features that rely
on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to enhance the

performance of a CBIR system since they provide a generic
image representation [9], [10]. The performance of CBIR
systems using deep features usually outperforms handcrafted
features systems due to their powerful ability to represent the
input images. The second part in CBIR system is the choice
of similarity measure. Researchers applied many techniques to
measure the similarity between two feature vectors including
Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance, Jaccard similarity
Canberra distance, and Cosine similarity [2]. The majority
of researches use these metrics directly without making any
changes and focus on developing framework of features for
strong CBIR systems. Deep learning approaches applied for
CBIR in the literature include the work of Lin et al. [11]
in which CNNs where used to create a framework that uses
binary hash codes with fine-tuning. Hamming distance was
applied in their approach. Hamreras et al. [12] proposed
using CNN features to represent input images by extracting
features from the pre-trained Alexnet using transfer learning.
An approach called CRB-CNN was proposed by Alzu’bi et
al. [13] which uses two CNNs in parallel for feature extraction
from specific layers to create a compact feature vector with
Euclidean distance employed for image retrieval. Shah et
al. [14] proposed using CNN features for CBIR along with
Euclidean distance to retrieve images. Furthermore, Pathak
et al. [15] introduced a feature fusion system that consists
of deep and handcrafted features for image retrieval. An
improved version of DarkNet-53 was used along with shape
and HSI color space. The work of Desai et al. also involved
using a hybrid model of deep learning features using VGG-
16 and classification using SVM for fast and robust image
retrieval [16]. The majority of the approaches in the literature
relied on pre-trained deep learning architectures with powerful
features extracted from the final network layers.

In this paper, we introduce an approach for image retrieval
using robust features extracted from a pre-trained VGG-19
architecture. Our technique starts by training the network on
the set of training images of our database. Hence, the network
will be familiar with the intended type of images so that
features extracted from it will be a powerful representation
of the image objects. Before training, transfer learning is
applied by replacing the final three layers of VGG-19 with
the newly fine-tuned layers which take 10 classes instead of
1000. Then, features are extracted from the ’fc7’ layer with
4096 dimensions for each input image. All these features are
used for image retrieval. Euclidean distance is applied on the
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Fig. 1. The proposed image retrieval scheme using VGG-19 features with Euclidean similarity function.

query image and the set of features extracted from the rest
of images that represent the database features. We used these
deep features successfully in previous image classification task
which proved to be reliable to improve the mean class accuracy
and achieve superior performance [17].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces our methodology to retrieve images using deep
features. Section III details the results of experiments. Section
IV concludes the paper and highlights future work.

II. METHODOLOGY

The use of CBIR ranges from portable devices to broad
medical applications, satellite applications, etc. It relies mainly
on analyzing the content of the given image which is more
desirable than relying on associated information like tags. Our
proposed architecture for a strong CBIR system is shown in
Figure 1. The main steps of the model include network train-
ing, features extraction, and similarity metric computation.

A. Network Training

The original dataset used to test our model must be split first
into two sets: training and testing. Hence, training set images
are used to train the VGG-19 model after performing the
transfer learning. However, since the sample images provided
for training are low, we need to augment this set of images
before sending them for training. Many data augmentation
techniques are used to enlarge datasets and make network
training more efficient. In our work, we derived new images
from the original datasets by making small changes such as
translation, flipping, and shearing. Since the problem is to
match images, we did not rely on generating totally new
images (synthetic data) to train our network. After performing

augmentation, we increased the number of images from 900
samples to 3600 samples. Those newly generated images are
used only to train the model. During the training stage, we used
50 epochs to get a good convergence of both model accuracy
and model loss as shown in Figure 2.

B. Deep Features Extraction

The VGG-19 CNN consists of 19 convolutional layers and
it accepts an input image of size 224 × 224 × 3 [18]. In
addition, it comprises of a receptive field of 3 × 3 with a
convolution stride of 1 pixel and 2 pixels in the later layers.
Furthermore, there are five maximum pooling layers and three
Fully-Connected (FC) layers at the end. The first two FC lyaers
have 4096 channels each, the third one has 1000 channels since
the network is trained on ImageNet dataset which consists of
1000 classes.

In this paper, we fine-tuned VGG-19 architecture by apply-
ing transfer learning to train it on our data which consists of 10
classes. As shown in Figure 1, the augmented dataset is fed to
the fine-tune architecture after that the newly trained VGG-19
architecture is used to extract deep features. After successfully
training the network, each image from the original training
set is fed to the network and features are extracted from ’fc7’
layer. Hence, each image is transformed into a 1D feature
vector of 4096 bins to be used in the next step which is the
similarity metric computation between the query feature and
features database.

It is worthy to mention that these features are considered
global features and were used successfully in many computer
vision applications including texture classification [19]. In
addition, we found during experiments that the time consumed
to compute the similarity measure between two feature vectors
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Fig. 2. Model accuracy vs model loss after 50 epochs using fine-tuned VGG-19 architecture.

using these global features is very trivial. Hence, once we
get the trained fine-tuned model, we can store it and use it
whenever we need to extract features from any dataset.

C. Similarity Metric Computation

Once features are extracted for both training features (fea-
tures database) and the query image, the next step is to preform
features matching. Hence, a similarity technique is used to
measure these attributes. In this paper, we used Euclidean
distance similarity function between the query features and
database features. The formula used to calculate the Euclidean
distance is as shown below:

Ed (p, q) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(qi − pi)
2 (1)

q and p are the corresponding features of the query image
and one of the database images.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Corel-1k Dataset

In the experiments, we used Corel-1k dataset which consists
of 10 classes: Beaches, Bus, Dinosaurs, Elephants, Flowers,
Foods, Horses, Monuments, Mountains, and People. Each
class consists of 100 images divided into 90 images for
training and 10 for testing stored in a JPEG format. Be-
fore we apply VGG-19 architecture, images are resized to
224× 224× 3. Figure 3 shows sample images of the dataset.
The 10 images provided for testing are used as query images
in each category.

B. Results of Experiments

The results of applying our CBIR approach on Corel-1k
dataset is introduced in this section. In addition, a comparison
is made between our results and the results of state-of-the-
art methods applied on the same dataset. All experiments and

analysis related to our model are conducted on the Google
Colaboratory platform with a Tesla GPU. The metrics used
to measure the performance of our approach are Precision (P)
and the Recall (R) which are widely used in this field. Both
metrics are calculated using the equations below:

P =
Number of Relevant Images Retrieved

Total Number of Retrieved Images
(2)

R =
Number of Relevant Images Retrieved

Total Number of Relevant Images
(3)

The results of our proposed approach are shown in Table
I using the precision metric. As we can observe, in each
category, the precision is high achieving 1.0 in six categories
out of ten. Overall, the average precision of our approach is
0.929. In terms or recall, it was computed by dividing the
total number of correctly retrieved images by 80 since we are
retrieving 10 images. Figure 4 shows the recall result for each
class. The classes with a precision of 1.000 get a recall of
0.125. The average recall of all classes is 0.118.

Figure 5 shows the images retrieved after applying our
approach using two query images from the Dinosaurs and
Foods classes.

Table II shows a comparison in terms of precision between
our method and state-of-the-art approaches. Ramanjaneyulu
et al. [20] used VGG-16 model to extract deep features and
create the feature database as well as using Euclidean distance
between the query image features and the features database.
Their approach achieved high precision of 94.58%. Li et
al. [21] proposed a hybrid method of spatial convolutional
neural network and extreme machine learning and applied
the framework to Corel-1k dataset and achieved a precision
of 79.70%. Other methods that rely on local features like
texture and color include the work of Pavithra et al. [22] which
achieved a precision of 83.22% as well as the work of Charles
et al. [7] which achieved a precision of 76.5%. It is worthy to
mention that Hamreras et al. [12] extracted features using both
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Fig. 3. Sample images of Core-1k database.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF OUR APPROACH MEASURED USING PRECISION. THE

NUMBER OF RETRIEVED IMAGES PER QUERY IS 10.

Category Precision
Beaches 0.710

Bus 1.000
dinosaurs 0.980
Elephants 1.000
Flowers 1.000
Foods 0.680
Horses 1.000

monuments 1.000
Mountains 1.000

Africa 0.920
Overall 0.929

CNN and transfer learning with AlexNet pre-trained network
and achieved a precision of 0.9583. In our work, we achieved
a high precision of 92.90% using only deep features extracted
from VGG-19 architecture.

The number of images retrieved per query varies between
systems in the literature. While most of the systems retrieve
20 images per query, the recent work of sikandar et al. [27]
retrieved only 5 images and reported a precision rate of 100%.
In our paper, we retrieved 10 images.

Fig. 4. Recall results for each class.

TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR METHOD AND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

APPROACHES.

Method Year Precision (%)
DDBTC [5] 2015 79.20
LMCTP [7] 2016 76.50

SCNN-ELM [21] 2018 79.70
CM-LBP-CED [22] 2018 83.22

Singh et al. [24] 2020 92.2
Salih et al. [26] 2023 86.06

Proposed - 92.90

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a simple frame work for content-
based image retreiaval using a powerful features extracted
from VGG-19 architecture. We start by using the subset of
training images of our databse to train the VGG-19 network.
Before training is applied, images are to be augmented in
order to increase the number of training samples, then, transfer
learning is applied by changing the final three VGG-19 layers
with the newly trained layers. Finally, features are extracted
from the ’fc7’ layer which has a dimension of 4096 bins for
each image sample. These features will be used during the
retrieval stage which involves applying the Euclidean distance
between the query image and the sample features database.
Results show that our approach generates superior precision
figures in comparison with state-of-the-art methods. As a re-
sult, these deep features extracted from the fine-tuned VGG-19
architecture has the potential to further improve the precision
when combined with other robust features. Furthermore, our
results outperformed traditional CBIR approaches that rely on
local features.

The future work will include designing a new deep learning
architecture and train it from scratch to efficiently recognize
various image classes. After that, deep features will be ex-
tracted from the new architecture and used to retrieve images
correctly. In addition, other distance measures will be used
like Manhattan distance and Cosine distance. Moreover, Other
datasets will be used to test the system and to provide more
comprehensive results.
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Fig. 5. Two query images from the Dinosaurs and Foods classes and the corresponding retrieved images using our framework.
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